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Necessary and sucient conditions for some twovariable orthogonal designs in order 44C. Koukouvinos, M. Mitrouliy, and Jennifer SeberryzDedicated to Professor Anne Penfold StreetAbstractWe give a new algorithm which allows us to construct new sets of sequences withentries from the commuting variables 0;  a;  b;  c;  d with zero autocorrelationfunction.We show that for twelve cases if the designs exist they cannot be constracted usingfour circulant matrices in the Goethals-Seidel array.Further we show that the necessary conditions for the existence of an OD(44; s1; s2)are sucient except possibly for the following 7 cases:(7; 32) (8; 31) (9; 30) (9; 33) (11; 30) (13; 29) (15; 26)which could not be found because of the large size of the search space for a completesearch. These cases remain open. In all we nd 398 cases, show 67 do not exist andestablish 12 cases cannot be constructed using four circulant matrices.We give a new construction for OD(2n) and OD(n + 1) from OD(n).The full OD(44; s1; s2; s3; 44   s1   s2   s3) given in this paper yield at least 68equivalence classes of Hadamard matrices.Key words and phrases: Autocorrelation, construction, sequence, orthogonal design.AMS Subject Classication: Primary 05B15, 05B20, Secondary 62K05.1 IntroductionThroughout this paper we will use the denition and notation of Koukouvinos, Mitrouli,Seberry and Karabelas [2].We note from [3] that we have to test 14n2 = 484 cases. We nd 398 cases, show 67 donot exist and establish 12 cases cannot be constructed using four circulant matrices. Thereare 7 open cases which could not be found because of the large size of the search space fora complete search.2 New orthogonal designsTheorem 1 An OD(44; s1; s2) cannot exist for the following 2 tuples (s1; s2):Department of Mathematics, National Technical University of Athens, Zografou 15773, Athens, Greece.yDepartment of Mathematics, University of Athens, Panepistemiopolis 15784, Athens, Greece.zSchool of IT and Computer Science, University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, 2522, Australia.1
(1; 7)(1; 15)(1; 23)(1; 28)(1; 31)(1; 39)(1; 42)(2; 14)(2; 30) (3; 5)(3; 13)(3; 20)(3; 21)(3; 29)(3; 37)(3; 40)(4; 7)(4; 15) (4; 23)(4; 28)(4; 31)(4; 39)(5; 11)(5; 12)(5; 19)(5; 27)(5; 35) (6; 10)(6; 26)(7; 9)(7; 16)(7; 17)(7; 25)(7; 28)(7; 33)(7; 36) (8; 14)(8; 30)(9; 15)(9; 23)(9; 28)(9; 31)(10; 17)(10; 22) (10; 24)(11; 13)(11; 16)(11; 20)(11; 21)(11; 29)(12; 13)(12; 15) (12; 20)(12; 21)(12; 29)(13; 19)(13; 27)(14; 18)(15; 16)(15; 17) (15; 20)(15; 25)(16; 19)(16; 23)(16; 28)(17; 23)(19; 20)(19; 21)Proof. These cases are eliminated by the number theoretic necessary conditions given in[1] or [2, Lemma 3].Example. To illustrate how we used the number theoretic conditions to establish the non-existence of an OD(4n; 11; 20) we consider the product 11  20 = 41  55 now this is anumber of the form 4a(8b + 7) which cannot be written as the sum of three squares andhence an OD(4n; 11; 20) cannot exist.Remark. A computer search, which we believe was exhaustive, was carried out whichleads us to believe that1. there are no 4-NPAF (7; 19) sequences of length 7.2. there are no 4-NPAF (3; 31), 4-NPAF (5; 30), 4-NPAF (6; 29) and 4-NPAF (8; 27)sequences of length 9. This means that there are also no 4-NPAF (1; 5; 30), 4-NPAF (1; 6; 29) and 4-NPAF (1; 8; 27) of length 9.3. there are no 4-NPAF (2; 41) sequences of length 11. This means that there are alsono 4-NPAF (1; 2; 41) sequences of length 11.4. there are no 4-NPAF (6; 37) sequences of length 11.Lemma 1 OD(44; 1; 1; 42) and an OD(44; 1; 3; 40) do not exist (this is provedtheoretically). The Geramita-Verner Theorem says that if an OD(44; 3; 40) exists then anOD(44; 1; 3; 40) will exist, and if an OD(44; 1; 42) exists then an OD(44; 1; 1; 42) will exist.Hence the OD(44; 1; 42) and OD(44; 3; 40) do not exist.Lemma 2 The following OD(44; 1; a; 43  a) and OD(44; a; 43  a) cannot be constructedusing four circulant matrices in the Goethals-Seidel array:(6; 37)(1; 6; 37) (10; 33)(1; 10; 33) (12; 31)(1; 12; 31) (13; 30)(1; 13; 30) (14; 29)(1; 14; 29) (16; 27)(1; 16; 27) (19; 24)(1; 19; 24) (20; 23)(1; 20; 23)Proof. By the Geramita-Verner theorem if an orthogonal design OD(n; x1; x2;    ; xu 1; xu)with ui=1 xi = n   1 exists, n  0(mod 4), then an OD(n; 1; x1; x2;    ; xu 1; xu) exists.Now for each of the cases in this lemma we have an OD(44; a; 43 a) and that is by theGeramita-Verner theorem an OD(44; 1; a; 43  a).Using the sum-ll matrix method we write 1 = 12 + 02 + 02 + 02, a = a21 + a22 + a23 + a24and 43 a = b21+b22+b23+b24. We require the sum-ll matrix to be a 34 orthogonal matrixwith the rst row containing 1; 0; 0; and 0; the second row containing a1; a2; a3; anda4; in some order and the third row containing b1; b2; b3; and b4; in some order.2
However, as we illustrate for OD(1; 20; 23), this is not possible for the cases mentionedin the enunciation. Using the sum-ll matrix method for OD(1; 20; 23), 1 = 12+02+02+02,20 = 42+22+02+02 and 23 = ( 1)2+22+32+32. There is no way to form an orthogonalmatrix unless both 20 and 23 can be written as the sum of  3 squares. 2Theorem 2 There are OD(44; s1; s2; s3; 44 s1 s2 s3) constructed using four sequences toobtain four circulant matrices for use in the Goethals-Seidel array for the following 2 tuples:1; 431; 2; 412; 2; 4; 362; 2; 8; 32 2; 2; 20; 202; 6; 12; 162; 8; 16; 165; 39 7; 371; 9; 341; 11; 3213; 31 15; 291; 17; 261; 18; 2521; 23Corollary 1 By suitably choosing the variables of the known OD(44; s1; s2; s3; 44   s1  s2   s3) to be replaced by 1 these lead to at least 36 algebraically inequivalent Hadamardmatrices of order 44. By suitably choosing the variables of the known OD(44; s1; 44  s1)to be replaced by 1 these lead to at least 12 more algebraically inequivalent Hadamardmatrices of order 44.Corollary 2 By suitably choosing the variables of the known OD(44; 1; s1; 35   s1) to bereplaced by 1 we obtain at least 20 algebraically inequivalent skew-Hadamard matrices oforder 44. The number depends on whether each skew-Hadamard matrix is equivalent to itstranspose or not.3 New AlgorithmThe algorithm previously used to nd OD via four sequences of length t  10 was pro-hibitively slow for length 11. Hence we tried a new algorithm, which depended on theprevious algorithm, to nd rst a W (4t; k) made with four sequences of length t withPAF = 0 or NPAF = 0. In the new algorithm MATLAB was used to set up a series ofequations to be solved for each individual k and then all solutions to these equations werefound.Example. We illustrate the algorithm by trying to construct the OD(44; 11; 27). We rstnotice that 11 has a unique decomposition into squares 11 = 32 + 12 + 12 + 02, while 27has three decompositions into four squares. All three can be used in this construction asthey must be able to be used in an integer matrix (the sum-ll matrix) which is orthogonal.Hence we use 27 = 32 + 32 + 32 + 02 = 42 + 12 + 12 + 32 = 52 + 12 + 12 + 02. So we havethe matrices " 3 1 1 00 1  1 5 # ; " 3 1 1 0 1 4  1 3 # or " 3 1 1 00 3  3 3 #We now ll each of the positions which are represented by 0 by one of 17 variablesx1; x2;    ; x17. We now use MATLAB to expand the rst rows to make four circulant11 11 matrices with row inner product zero: this corresponds to forming four sequenceswith PAF = 0. The equations will be those that involve some xj , 1  j  17 with a, andthose which have no terms in a.This gives at most 6 independent equations. A search is now made through the 17variables, allowing them to assume the values 0;  1, where six of them must always bezero, and using the extra constraints that 3
3Xi=1 xi =  1; 5Xi=4 xi =  1; 11Xi=6 xi = 3; 17Xi=12xi = 0:We start with the following four sequences of length 11 and PAF = 0.1 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 0 0 01 1 1 - - - 1 - - 0 00 0 0 0 1 1 - 1 - 0 01 1 1 - 0 0 0 0 1 0 0We replace the 1 by a variable such as a and we replace the 17 zeros by the variables.Thus we have the sequencesa a a  a a a  a a x1 x2 x3a a a  a  a  a a  a  a x4 x5x6 x7 x8 x9 a a  a a  a x10 x11a a a  a x12 x13 x14 x15 a x16 x17We then use MATLAB to set up a series of equations, that when solved, yield, amongothers, the following solution:x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 x15 x16 x170  b 0 0  b b b  b b 0 b b  b  b 0 0 bWe now replace the variables in the original four sequences by these solutions to obtainthe OD(44; 11; 27). 2Remark. Using this algorithm we tested all unknown two variable cases and found 7 caseswhich we were unable to resolve due to the extremely large search space. We estimate thata complete search for the OD(44; 7; 32) using this algorithm requires 237 operations. 24 New ResultsTheorem 3 Write X(a; b) = fe1x1; e2x2;    ; en 1xn 1; enxng, Y (a; b) = ff1y1; f2y2;    ;fn 1yn 1; fnyng for the sequences of length n, NPAF = 0, where ei and fi are chosen froma; b where a, b are commuting variables and xi, yi have elements 0;  1 and the sequencesX(1;1) and Y (1;1) have NPAF = 0. Suppose a occurs a total of s1 times and b atotal of s2 times then we say the two sequences we have are 2-NPAF (n; s1; s2).Write i = b if ei = a and i = a if ei = b for i = 1,...,n, and similarly, i = b if fi = aand i = a if fi = b for i = 1,...,n.Then (i) X(a; b); Y (b; a) and Y (a; b); X( b; a)where Z denotes the reverse of the sequence Z orfe1x1; e2x2;    ; en 1xn 1; enxn; nyn; n 1yn 1;    ; 2y2; 1y1gand ff1y1; f2y2;    ; fn 1yn 1; fnyn; nxn; n 1xn 1;    ; 2x2; 1x1gare two sequences with elements f0;  a;  bg with NPAF = 0. These sequences are2-NPAF (2n; 2s1; 2s2). 4
(ii) If xn 1 and yn 1 are both zero then the sequencesfe1x1; e2x2;    ; nyn; enxn; n 2yn 2;    ; 2y2; 1y1gand ff1y1; f2y2;    ; nxn; fnyn; n 2xn 2;    ; 2x2; 1x1gare two sequences with elements f0;  a;  bg with NPAF = 0. These sequences are2-NPAF (2n  2; 2s1; 2s2).(iii) Similarly with 4-NPAF (n; s1; s2), X(a; b), Y (a; b), Z(a; b) and W (a; b) we haveX(a; b); Y (b; a); Y (a; b); X( b; a); Z(a; b);W (b; a) and W (a; b); Z( b; a)where Z denotes the reverse of the sequence Z are 4-NPAF (2n; 2s1; 2s2).(iv) Similarly with 4-NPAF (n; s1; s2), if the second last element of each of the foursequences is zero then proceeding as in (ii) we obtain 4-NPAF (2n   2; 2s1; 2s2).(v) Similarly if there are 4-NPAF (n; s1; s2), and the second last element of two of thesequences is zero and the last element of two of the sequences is zero then combining themethods of (ii) and (iii) we can get 4-NPAF (2n  2; 2s1; 2s2).Proof. The proof follows by writing out the sequences and checking the NPAF.Example. We use a to mean  a and c to mean  c. To illustrate part (v) of the theoremwe note that c a c c 0 c 0c a c c 0 c 0c 0 c 0 c 0 cc 0 c 0 c 0 c and c a c c a c 0c a c c a c 0c 0 c 0 c 0 cc 0 c 0 c 0 care 4-NPAF (7; 2; 16) and 4-NPAF (7; 4; 16), respectively.In fact we notec a c c 0 c 0c a c c 0 c 0c 0 c b c 0 cc 0 c 0 c 0 c and c a c c a c 0c a c c a c 0c 0 c b c 0 cc 0 c 0 c 0 care 4-NPAF (7; 1; 2; 16) and 4-NPAF (7; 1; 4; 16), respectively.We also note thatc a c c c c c 0 c 0 cc a c c c c c 0 c 0 cc a c c c c c b c 0 cc a c c c c c b c 0 c and c a c c a c c a c c a cc a c c a c c a c c a cc 0 c 0 c c c c b c 0 cc 0 c 0 c c c c b c 0 care 4-NPAF (11; 2; 4; 32) and 4-NPAF (12; 2; 8; 32), respectively.c a c c c c c 0 c 0 cc a c c c c c 0 c 0 cc a c c c c c 0 c 0 cc a c c c c c 0 c 0 c and c a c c a c c a c c a cc a c c a c c a c c a cc c c c c c c cc c c c c c c c5
are 4-NPAF (11; 4; 32) and 4-NPAF (12; 8; 32), respectively.Lemma 3 If there exist 2-NPAF (n; s1; s2) then there exist 4-NPAF (n+ 1; 2; 2; 2s1; 2s2).Corollary 3 Since there exist 2-NPAF (n; s1; s2) for the values listed in the table we getthe corresponding larger 4-NPAF (n + 1; 2; 2; 2s1; 2s2).2-NPAF (n; s1; s2) ) 4-NPAF (n+ 1; 2; 2; 2s1; 2s2)(9;13) (10;2,2,26)(11;13) (12;2,2,26)(14;17) (15;2,2,34)(18;25) (19;2,2,50)(4;4,4) (5;2,2,8,8)(6;2,8) (7;2,2,4,16)(6;5,5) (7;2,2,10,10)(8;8,8) (9;2,2,16,16)(10;10,10) (11;2,2,20,20)(14;13,13) (15;2,2,26,26)Corollary 4 Using the previous theorem we see that4-NPAF (n; s1; s2) ) 4-NPAF (2n; 2s1; 2s2)NPAF(5;1,18) NPAF(10;2,36)NPAF(5;1,19) NPAF(10;2,38)NPAF(5;2,17) NPAF(10;4,34)NPAF(5;2,18) NPAF(10;4,36)NPAF(5;3,17) NPAF(10;6,34)NPAF(7;3,18) NPAF(14;6,36)NPAF(5;4,16) NPAF(10;8,32)NPAF(7;4,17) NPAF(14;8,34)NPAF(7;4,18) NPAF(14;8,36)NPAF(5;5,14) NPAF(10;10,28)NPAF(5;5,15) NPAF(10;10,30)NPAF(7;5,16) NPAF(14;10,32)NPAF(7;5,17) NPAF(14;10,34)NPAF(7;5,18) NPAF(14;10,36)NPAF(5;6,14) NPAF(10;12,28)NPAF(7;6,16) NPAF(14;12,32)NPAF(7;7,14) NPAF(14;14,28)NPAF(7;7,15) NPAF(14;14,30)NPAF(5;8,11) NPAF(10;16,22)NPAF(5;8,12) NPAF(10;16,24)NPAF(5;9,10) NPAF(10;18,20)NPAF(5;9,11) NPAF(10;18,22)NPAF(7;9,12) NPAF(14;18,24)Theorem 4 The sequences given in the Appendices can be used to construct the appropri-ate designs to establish that the necessary conditions for the existence of an OD(44; s1; s2)are sucient, except possibly for the following 12 cases which cannot be constructed fromfour circulant matrices: 6
(5; 38) (6; 37) (8; 35) (10; 33) (12; 31) (13; 30)(14; 29) (15; 28) (16; 27) (19; 24) (20; 23) (21; 22):and the following 7 cases which are undecided:(7; 32) (8; 31) (9; 30) (9; 33) (11; 30) (13; 29) (15; 26)Remark. There are 484 possible 2 tuples. Table 1 lists the 398 which correspond todesigns which exist in order 44: 67 2-tuples correspond to designs eliminated by numbertheory (NE). For 12 cases, if the designs exist, they cannot be constructed using circulantmatrices (Y). 7 cases remain undecided.P indicates that 4-PAF sequences with length 11 exist; n indicates 4-NPAF sequenceswith length n exist.
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s1 s2 n1 1 11 2 11 3 11 4 21 5 21 6 31 7 NE1 8 31 9 31 10 31 11 31 12 41 13 51 14 51 15 NE1 16 51 17 51 18 51 19 51 20 71 21 71 22 71 23 NE1 24 71 25 71 26 91 27 71 28 NE1 29 91 30 111 31 NE1 32 91 33 91 34 111 35 111 36 111 37 111 38 111 39 NE1 40 111 41 111 42 NE1 43 112 2 12 3 22 4 22 5 32 6 22 7 32 8 32 9 5
s1 s2 n2 10 32 11 52 12 52 13 52 14 NE2 15 52 16 52 17 52 18 52 19 72 20 62 21 72 22 72 23 72 24 72 25 92 26 72 27 92 28 82 29 92 30 NE2 31 92 32 92 33 92 34 92 35 102 36 10; 112 37 112 38 10; 112 39 112 40 112 41 P2 42 113 3 23 4 33 5 NE3 6 33 7 33 8 33 9 33 10 53 11 53 12 53 13 NE3 14 53 15 53 16 73 17 53 18 73 19 73 20 NE
s1 s2 n3 21 NE3 22 73 23 73 24 73 25 73 26 93 27 93 28 93 29 NE3 30 93 31 103 32 93 33 93 34 103 35 113 36 113 37 NE3 38 113 39 113 40 NE3 41 114 4 24 5 34 6 34 7 NE4 8 34 9 54 10 54 11 54 12 54 13 54 14 54 15 NE4 16 54 17 74 18 74 19 74 20 74 21 74 22 74 23 NE4 24 74 25 94 26 84 27 94 28 NE4 29 94 30 94 31 NE4 32 94 33 10
s1 s2 n4 34 104 35 114 36 10; 114 37 P4 38 114 39 NE4 40 115 5 35 6 35 7 35 8 55 9 55 10 55 11 NE5 12 NE5 13 55 14 55 15 55 16 75 17 75 18 75 19 NE5 20 75 21 75 22 95 23 75 24 95 25 95 26 95 27 NE5 28 95 29 95 30 105 31 95 32 105 33 105 34 P5 35 NE5 36 115 37 P5 38 Y5 39 116 6 36 7 56 8 56 9 56 10 NE6 11 56 12 56 13 76 14 5
s1 s2 n6 15 76 16 76 17 76 18 76 19 76 20 76 21 76 22 76 23 96 24 86 25 96 26 NE6 27 96 28 96 29 P6 30 96 31 106 32 106 33 P; 206 34 106 35 P6 36 116 37 Y6 38 117 7 47 8 67 9 NE7 10 57 11 77 12 77 13 57 14 77 15 77 16 NE7 17 NE7 18 77 19 87 20 97 21 77 22 97 23 97 24 97 25 NE7 26 97 27 97 28 NE7 29 97 30 P7 31 107 327 33 NE
s1 s2 n7 34 P7 35 P7 36 NE7 37 118 8 58 9 58 10 58 11 58 12 58 13 78 14 NE8 15 78 16 78 17 78 18 78 19 98 20 78 21 98 22 88 23 98 24 98 25 98 26 98 27 P8 28 98 29 P8 30 NE8 318 32 108 33 P8 34 118 35 Y8 36 119 9 59 10 59 11 59 12 79 13 69 14 79 15 NE9 16 79 17 79 18 79 19 79 20 99 21 99 22 99 23 NE9 24 99 25 99 26 9Table 1: The existence of OD(44; s1; s2).8
s1 s2 n9 27 99 28 NE9 29 P9 30 209 31 NE9 32 P; 159 33 209 34 P9 35 P10 10 510 11 710 12 710 13 710 14 710 15 710 16 710 17 NE10 18 710 19 P10 20 810 21 910 22 NE10 23 910 24 NE10 25 910 26 910 27 P10 28 1010 29 P10 30 10
s1 s2 n10 31 P10 32 1110 33 Y10 34 1111 11 611 12 711 13 NE11 14 711 15 711 16 NE11 17 711 18 911 19 911 20 NE11 21 NE11 22 911 23 911 24 911 25 911 26 P11 27 P11 28 P11 29 NE11 3011 31 P11 32 P11 33 P12 12 712 13 NE12 14 7
s1 s2 n12 15 NE12 16 712 17 912 18 812 19 912 20 NE12 21 NE12 22 912 23 NE12 24 912 25 P12 26 P12 27 2012 28 1012 29 NE12 30 P; 1312 31 Y12 32 1113 13 713 14 913 15 713 16 1013 17 913 18 913 19 NE13 20 913 21 913 22 P13 23 913 24 P
s1 s2 n13 25 P13 26 P13 27 NE13 28 P13 2913 30 Y13 31 P14 14 714 15 P14 16 814 17 P14 18 NE14 19 914 20 914 21 914 22 914 23 P14 24 P14 25 P14 26 1014 27 P14 28 P; 1214 29 Y14 30 P15 15 915 16 NE15 17 NE15 18 915 19 915 20 NE
s1 s2 n15 21 915 22 P15 23 P15 24 P15 25 NE15 2615 27 P; 2015 28 Y15 29 P16 16 816 17 916 18 916 19 NE16 20 916 21 1116 22 1016 23 NE16 24 1016 25 P16 26 1116 27 Y16 28 NE17 17 917 18 917 19 917 20 1117 21 P17 22 P17 23 NE17 24 P
s1 s2 n17 25 P17 26 P17 27 P18 18 918 19 P18 20 1018 21 P18 22 1018 23 P18 24 1118 25 P18 26 P19 19 P19 20 NE19 21 NE19 22 P19 23 P19 24 Y19 25 P20 20 1020 21 P20 22 1120 23 Y20 24 1121 21 1121 22 Y21 23 P22 22 11Table 1(Cont): The existence of OD(44; s1; s2).References[1] A.V.Geramita, and J.Seberry, Orthogonal designs: Quadratic forms and Hadamardmatrices, Marcel Dekker, New York-Basel, 1979.[2] C.Koukouvinos, M.Mitrouli, J.Seberry, and P.Karabelas, On sucient conditions forsome orthogonal designs and sequences with zero autocorrelation function, Australas.J. Combin., 13, (1996), 197-216.[3] C.Koukouvinos and Jennifer Seberry, New orthogonal designs and sequences with twoand three variables in order 28, Ars Combinatoria, (to appear).
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Appendix A: Order 40 (Sequences with zero non-periodic autocorrelation function)Design(1; 4; 10; 10)(1; 4; 32)(2; 2; 18; 18)(2; 2; 34)(2; 4; 32)(2; 4; 16; 18)(2; 10; 10; 18)(2; 12; 22)(2; 35)(3; 31)(3; 34)
A1; A2notinyetb  b  b  b a a b b b  bb  b  b  b a  a  b  b  b bd c a  c  d c  c c c cd c a  c  d  c c  c  c  cc c c  c  c c  c  c a cc c c  c  c c  c c  a  cb b  b b a a  b  b b  bb b b  b a  a  b  b  b bd c a  c  d b c  d c dd c a  c  d  b  c d  c  dd  c a c  d b d  c  d  cd  c a c  d  b  d c d cb c c 0 c  c b a  b cb c c 0 c c  b  a b  cb b a  b  b b  b b b bb b b  b b b b  a  b  bb 0  b  b  b 0  a  b b bb b  b b  b  b a b b  bb b a  b  b b  b b b bb b b  b b b b  a  b  b
A3; A4b b  b b c  b b  b  b 0b b  b b 0 b  b b b 0c  d b d  c d  d d d dc  d b d  c  d d  d  d  dc c c 0 c  c c  c b cc c c 0 c  c c c  b  cb  b b b 0 c b  b b bb b b  b 0  c b b b  bd c d  c d b  c d  c  dd c d  c d  b c  d c db  d b d c d b d  b db  d b d c  d  b  d b  db c  c 0  c  c b c b  cb c  c 0  c c  b  c  b cb b  b b 0 b  b b b 0b b  b b b  b b  b  b 0b b  b 0 a  b b  b  b  bb 0 b 0 b 0 b  b b bb b  b b a  b b  b  b 0b b  b b 0 b  b b b 010
Appendix A(cont): Order 40 (Sequences with zero non-periodic autocorrelation function)Design(4; 8; 8; 16)(4; 4; 16; 16)(4; 6; 12; 18)(4; 8; 8; 16)(4; 10; 10; 16)(5; 30)(5; 33)(6; 31)(7; 31)(8; 8; 10; 10)(10; 10; 10; 10)
A1; A2notinyeta d c d  c a  d  c  d ca d c d  c  a d c d  cb a  d c d d a  b  c  db a  d c d  d  a b c dd c a  c d d b  a  b dd c a  c d  d  b a b  db c a  c b b d  a  d bb c a  c b  b  d a d  bb  b  b 0 a a b  b b  bb 0 b  b b b a  b  b bb b b a a  b  b b  b bb b b  b  a b b  b b 0b  b b  a  a b  b  b b bb b b b 0  b b a b 0b b b 0  a  b  b b  a  bb b b b  a b a  b a ba c 0  c a a c d c  aa c 0  c a  a  c  d  c aa b b d  d  b a a c  ca b b d  d b  a  a  c c
A3; A4b c  d c d b  c d  c  db c  d c d  b c  d c dd c  d c  b d  c d c dd c  d c  b  d c  d  c  dd b 0 b  d d c 0 c  dd b 0 b  d  d  c 0  c db c d c  b b d  c d  bb c d c  b  b  d c  d bb b b b 0 a  a b b  bb  b  b 0  b  b b b 0 bb b b  b  b b b  b b 0b b b a  a b  b b  b  bb b  b b a b  b  b  b  bb b  b  b b  b a  a b 0b  b  b 0 a b  b b  b  bb b  b b  b b  a  b  b bb d 0  d b b d  c d  bb d 0  d b  b  d c  d bd c c  a a  c d d  b bd c c  a a c  d  d b  b11
Appendix B: Order 44 (Sequences with zero non-periodic autocorrelation function)Design(1; 4; 16; 16)(1; 30)(1; 34)(1; 35)(1; 37)(1; 38)(1; 40)(1; 41)(2; 2; 4; 36)(2; 2; 8; 32)(2; 2; 20; 20)(2; 6; 12; 16)
A1; A2c d 0 d  c a c  d 0  d  cc d 0 d  c 0  c d 0 d cb b 0 a 0  b  b 0 0 0 0b 0 0 b b b 0 b 0 0 0b  b b b b a  b  b  b b  bb b b 0 0 0  b b 0 0 bb  b b b b a  b  b  b b  bb 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 b b bb  b b b b a  b  b  b b  bb b 0  b b b 0 b b b 0b  b b b b a  b  b  b b  bb b b 0 b 0 b 0  b b bb  b b b b a  b  b  b b  bb b b b b 0  b b  b b bb  b b b b a  b  b  b b  bb b 0  b b  b b b b b bb a a a  a a a  a d a  ab a a a  a a  a a  d  a aa d c  d d  d d  d  d c da  d  c d  d d  d d d  c  d a a a a b a b  b  b b c a a a a b a b  b  b b  cd 0 b 0 d  c d c a  c  dd 0 b 0 d  c  d  c  a c d
A3; A4c  d b d c 0 c d  b  d cc  d b d c 0  c  d b d  cb  b  b 0  b b  b b b  b  bb b  b  b b  b b  b  b  b bb b 0 b 0 0 b b  b 0  bb  b b b b  b  b b b  b bb b b b  b b 0  b b 0  bb  b b  b  b  b b b  b  b bb b 0  b b b  b b  b  b 0b  b b b 0  b  b  b b  b bb  b b 0  b  b  b 0 b  b bb b  b  b b b  b b  b  b  bb b 0 b b  b  b b b  b  bb  b 0  b  b b b  b b  b bb  b b b  b  b b b 0  b bb b b b  b  b b  b b  b  bb  a  a  a a  a  a  a  c a ab  a  a  a a  a a a c  a  ab d c  d d d d d d  c  db  d  c d  d  d  d  d  d c db  b  b  b a  b a  a  a a db  b  b  b a  b a  a  a a  dd 0  d 0 b  c b c  d c dd 0  d 0 b  c  b  c d  c  d
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Appendix B(cont): Order 44 (Sequences with zero non-periodic autocorrelation function)Design(2; 8; 16; 16)(2; 37)(2; 39)(3; 35)(3; 36)(3; 38)(3; 39)(3; 41)(4; 35)(5; 36)(5; 39)(7; 37)
A1; A2b d c  c  d b d  c 0  c db d c  c  d b  d c 0 c  db b b 0 a 0  b  b b  b bb  b b  b b b  a  b  b b bb b  b  b 0  b a b  b b bb b b  b 0 b  a  b  b b  bb 0 b b 0 a  b b b  b 0b 0 b  b 0 a b  b  b b 0b b  b b 0  a b b b  b 0b b b b 0 a  b b  b b 0b b  b  b b a 0 b b b  bb  b  b  b  a b  b b  b  b bb  b b b b a  b  b  b b bb b  b a b b  b 0  b b  bb b b b b a  b  b b  b bb  b  b b  b  b  b  b  b a bb 0 a  b a b  b b b  b  bb 0 a 0  a  b b b b b bb  b  b b a 0 a b b b  bb  b b  b a  a  a b b b bb b b a a  b  b  b b  b bb  b b b  b b b  a  b  b bb b b b  a  b  a  b  b b  bb  b b b  a a a b b  b b
A3; A4b  d  c  c  d  b  d c a  c db  d  c  c  d  b d  c  a c  db b b 0 b 0  b b b b  bb b b b  b 0 b  b  b b  bb b b b b 0 b  b b  b bb b  b  b  b b b  b b  b  bb b b b b  a  b  b b  b bb b b b  b  b b b  b b  bb  b  b  b  b 0 b  b  b b bb  b  b b b a b  b b  b  bb  b  b  b  b 0 a  b  b b  bb b b  b b  b 0  b  b  b bb  b  b 0  b  b  b a b  b bb  b b b  b b b b b b  bb a  b b  b b  b  b b b  bb b b  b  b b b b  b b  bb  b b b b 0 b 0 b  b  bb  b  b  b b b  b b  b b bb  b b b b a  a b b b  bb b b b  b  b b b  b b  bb  b b b b a  a b b b  bb b b b  b  b b b  b b  bb  b  b  b a b  b  b  b b  bb  b b b b  b a  b  b b b13
Appendix C: Order 44 (Sequences with zero periodic autocorrelation function)Design(1; 9; 34)(1; 11; 32)(1; 17; 26)(1; 18; 25)(2; 12; 27)(2; 41)(4; 37)(5; 34)(5; 37)(6; 29)(6; 33)(6; 35)(7; 30)
A1 A2b  b  b b b c  b  b b b  ba  a  a  a b b  b b  b  a  bb  b b b b c  b  b  b b  ba a  b a b  b b b  b  b ba a a  a a c  a a  a  a  aa a b a b  b  b a  b b  ba a a  a a c  a a  a  a  aa a  b a  b  b b b  b b bb b  b 0 b  b  b  a 0 0  ab b  b b  b b  b  a  a  a aa  b  b b  b b b b b b ba b b  b  b  b  b b  b  b  ba a  b  b b  b b  b b b 0a  a  b  b  b  b  b  b  b b 0a a  a  b  b b b b b b  ba  b a b  b  b  b b  b b ba  b  b  b b b  b b b a 0b b b b  b  b  b  a a a  bb 0 0 b b 0 b  a 0 0 0b  b b  b  b  b b b 0 0 ab b  b b b b  a  b  b 0 0b b a  b  b b  b b b 0 0a a b b  b b  b  b  b  b  ba  b b b b  b b b b b 0b b b b 0 0  b b b  a 0b b b  a  b  b b  b  b 0 0
A3 A4b b b b b b b  b b  b  ba  a b  b  a  b  b  b b a  ba b b  b  b b  b b b b ba a  a  a b b  a a  a b bb b b b b  b b b  b a  bb b b a b  b  b b b  b  aa a b  b b a  b  b  b b ba  a  b  b  b b  b b  b  b  bb b  b b b b b a c 0  ab b  b b b b b a  c 0  ab b b  b b b b  b b  b  bb  b  b b  b b  b b b  b 0b b b  b b  b  b b  b  b  bb b  b b  b  b b b  b  b 0 b b b 0 b  b b b b b 0 b 0 b  b b  b b b 0 b 0b  b b b b b b  b b b 0b b  b b  b b  b b b  b  bb  b b b b b  b  b b a  ab 0 b b b  b  b b  b a ab  b b b b b b  b b  a ab  b b b 0  b  b b  b  a  aa  b  b b b  b b b  b b 0b  b b  b  a a b b  b  b 0b b  b b a 0  b b  b a  ab b  b 0  b b b  b b a a14
Appendix C(cont): Order 44 (Sequences with zero periodic autocorrelation function)Design(7; 34)(7; 35)(8; 27)(8; 29)(8; 33)(9; 32)(10; 31)(11; 27)(11; 28)(11; 31)(12; 25)(12; 26)(12; 30)
A1 A2a a b b  b  b b  b  b  b 0b a  a b b  b b a b b 0a a b b  b b  b  b  b  b  ba b b  b b b  b b b b 0b b  b 0 b  b  b 0 0 0 0b b  b b  b b  b  a  a  a ab  b b b 0  b  b b  b  a  ab b 0  a  b  a b  b  b 0 0a a  b  b b b  b b b b 0b  b  b a b a b  b  b  b 0a a  b b b  b b b b b 0a  b b  b  b  b  b  b a b 0a a b  b b b  b  b  b  b 0a b  b b  b a  b b b  b  bb b b  b b b  b b 0  a 0b b b  b  b  b b  b  b 0  ab b b 0 0  b b b  a  a ab b b  a a  b b  b a a ab  b b  a 0  b  b b b a ab  b  b a  a  b b b b  a ab b  b b b  b  b  a 0 0 aa 0 a a b b b b  b b  ab b b  b b b  b  a  a  a ab b b  b  b  b b  a  a a  ab b b b  b  b b 0  b  a  ab  b b a a b  b b b  a a
A3 A4a  b b  b b  b  b b b  b  ba  b  b  b b b b b  b b 0a  b  b b b b b  b  b b 0a  a  b b b  b a  b b  b bb b  b  b  b  b b  a 0 0  ab b  b b b b b 0 a  a 0b  b b b b b b  b b  a ab b 0  a  b a  b b b 0 0b  a b a  a b  b b b a 0b b b b b  b b  b b  b  ba b  b  a a b  a  b  a b  bb b b  b  b  b b  b b  b 0b  b b a b b b b b  b 0a a b  a a  a b b  b  b 0a a  a a b b  b b  b 0 ab b b  b a  a  a 0 b 0 ab  b b  b a b  b  b  b  a ab  b  b b 0  b b b b 0 0b  b b  b a b  b  b  b a ab  b  b  b  b  b b  b  b 0  ab b b  b b  b  a a 0  a  ab b  b 0  b b b  a 0 0  ab  b b b b 0 b a 0 0 ab  b b b  b 0  b a 0 0  ab b  b a  a b  b b  b  a  ab b b b b  b  b 0 b  a a15
Appendix C(cont): Order 44 (Sequences with zero periodic autocorrelation function)Design(13; 22)(13; 24)(13; 25)(13; 26)(13; 28)(13; 31)(14; 15)(14; 17)(14; 23)(14; 24)(14; 25)(14; 28)
A1 A2a  b  b b 0  b  b  a  b 0 aa 0 b a b b 0 b  b  b 0a 0 0 b  b b b 0  a  a  ab b b  b a  a  a a  a 0  ab 0  a  a b  a  b  b  a 0 ab b  b  b  b 0 b  b b a  ab b b  b b b  b  a 0  a 0b b b  b  b  b b  a a  a  aa a  b  b b b b  b b b 0a  b  b  b b  b a b  b b 0a a a b  b b b  b  b  b  ba b b b  b a  b b b  b ba a a b  b 0 0 0 0  b 0a  b b b b a 0 0 b  b 0a a a  b  b 0 0 0 0 0 0a 0 0 b b a b  b 0 b 0a a 0 a b b  b  b b  b  ba  a 0  a b b 0 b  b b 0b 0 b  a  b  a b b  b a  ab 0 b a  b 0  b  b b a ab  a b b 0 a b  b  b  a aa b 0 0  b b  b b b a ab  b b  b  b  b b a 0 a ab  b  b b  b  b  b a 0 a  a
A3 A4a 0  b a  b b  a  b a b 0a  a  b 0  b b  a b  a  b 0b b b  b b b  b b a a 0b b b  b  b  b b  b  a 0 0b a b b  a b 0 b  a 0 ab b  b b  b  b  a b  b 0  ab  b b b b 0 b a a a  ab  b b b  b 0  b 0  a  a ab  a  b  a b b b  b b  b 0a a  a a  a  a  b  b  b  a  bb b b  b b b b  b b  b  ba a  a a  a  a  b a  a  b  ba  b 0 0 b 0 0 0  b 0 0a a  a a  a  a  b a  a  b  bb a  b  b b  b 0  b b b 0b  a  a a  a a a b  a a 0a a  a a 0  b b 0 b b ba a  a  a b b  b 0  b b bb  a b a b a  b  b b 0  ab  a b a b 0 b b  b 0 ab b  b  b  b b b  b b  a  ab b a b  a b 0 0  a a  ab  b  b b b b b  a a a ab  b  b  b  b b  b  a a a  a16
Appendix C(cont): Order 44 (Sequences with zero periodic autocorrelation function)Design(14; 30)(15; 22)(15; 23)(15; 24)(15; 27)(15; 29)(17; 21)(17; 22)(17; 24)(17; 25)(18; 19)(18; 21)
A1 A2a a a b b  b  b b  b  b  ba  b b  b b a  b  b b b bb b  b  a  b 0  a 0 0 a  ab  b b a b  a  a  a  a a  aa  a a a 0  b b 0 b b ba a  a  a b b  b a  b b bb b b  b b b  b b a 0 ab b b  b  b  b b  b a  a  ab b b  b  a a  a  a b 0  aa  a  a 0 b b  b b b a aa a a  b  b  b b  b b b ba a b  b  b b  b  b b  b  bb  a  b b b  a  b  a 0  a 0a  b b  b  b  b  b  a 0  a 0a  a b  a b b 0  b b b  aa a b 0 b b a b  b  b 0a 0 a  a  b  b b  b a a  ab b b  b a  a  a a 0 a ab b  b b b  b  b  a  a  a aa b  b b b b b 0  a a ab  b  b a a a a  a 0 0 0b  b  b  a a  a  a 0 0 0  ab b  a  b  b  a  a a 0 a  ab  b b b  b  a  a a 0  a 0
A3 A4a  b b b b b b  b b  b ba a  a a  a  a  b a  a  b  bb  b  b b b b b  a a a 0b b b  b b b  b 0 a 0 0a 0 a  a  b  b b b  b b ba a 0 a  b  b 0  b b  b 0a a a  a  b  b b  b 0 a 0b b b  b 0  a 0  a a a  ab b b  b b b  b b  b a ab b b  b  b  b b  b a  a aa  a b  b  b  b b  b  a  b  ba  a a  b  a a b  a  a  b  bb b b  b b  b a 0 a  a  ab  a  b  a  b a b  a a a 0a 0 b  a b  b  a b 0  b aa a b a b  b  a  b a b  ab b b  b b b  b b a 0  ab b b  b  b  b b  b  a  a  ab b b  b b  b  a  a a  a  ab b  b a  b b b  a a  a 0b b b  b  b b  b  a  a a ab b b  a b  b b a  a a 0b b b b  b b a  a 0  a 0a a a a  a b  b b b b  b17
Appendix C(cont): Order 44 (Sequences with zero periodic autocorrelation function)Design(18; 23)(19; 22)(19; 23)(20; 21)(21; 23)
A1 A2a a a a b b  b b  b  b  ba b  b  b b b b  b b b bb  a b  b  b b b  a  a  a ab 0 b  b  b b  b  a  a a ab  b  b  a b  b  b  a a  a  ab b b b  b b  b  a  a a ab  a  b b b  a  b  a  a a  aa  b b  b  b  b  b  a 0  a aa a a  b  b  b b b  b b ba b  b a  b  b  b b  b b  b
A3 A4a a  a  a  b  b b  b b  a  ba  a  a a  a a  a a a  b  bb  b  b  b  a  b  a  a 0  a ab  b  b  b a  b a  a a 0  ab b b  a  a  b b a 0 a  ab b  b a  a  b b  a 0  a  ab b b  b b  b a a a 0  ab  a  b 0  b  a b a  a a aa  a a  a a a  a  a a a ba b  b  b  b  b  a  a b  b  b
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